
November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (jityo~fL(")I)I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (j_ify qf l,()J)I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name:~ 0 tJ .k: Vv?.v A~JvZ.-h o:P,y 
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Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the {;iij.o'(J:.:g]:)I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls ffiJRT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter, 

Sincerely, 

Signature: j_/ 
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Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18, 2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau ofGambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the '(;i'fy'(}{LQDI_.. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 

'''"-- ------ ..... " _,, ...... 

regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price c_ontrols HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the City ofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Tha.Jk you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18, 2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much ofwhich funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

Ifthe Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Cjty'[f}.t)pi. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: ChQ_;,~( ~~ llod ~CUJ 

Signature: r{\~xt6f ~dLCLt.A 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George ,. 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the P!fY;(lrJ:-Q_QJ. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price c_ontrols HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its rricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

C room: LODI CASINO 



November 18, 2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming, v,rhil~~()ntributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the <;!ItY"iJ("[;QJ:)I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost ifthese 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price c.ontrols HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and frre support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (Jij;yofi3QDI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Tha!h\ you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: £(AN!V:, 73ffocvtJ 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the City ofLOJ)I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the G!fY'of1PP!. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Signature: ..~ 


Card room: LODI CASINO 




November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that binder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City of LODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the C... i\:Yu(L'OD.I.... Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these- - -- --- -----------·- ·-·· 

regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: _C=---h--::r-:"-i.S_f._~~p,..,l\r:-~--C-I_""~_I_'-_T_R-__ 

Signature: .....l...L--O%J...L.---!?J£_-=-
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss ofrevenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the City ofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for yom consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (lity"o(LQDI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Signature:1 ~4"/(.G/ 1/: 6'(=:'
' - . ';(/ . ~-
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Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much ofwhich funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the City''!J[LODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 

""-- ------------- ----

regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: ---'"'--~-""~~·_,_'/+R-L-.--~====·'----"-'l'--'<J"----

Signature: _-_zs =....L----=-...---------
7
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Card room: _L"'-O=D"'-I-"'C"'"'A""S~IN"'"O~----------



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss ofrevenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CityofLOJU. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost ifthese 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: --l\IQ<M\lvy £?~ 

Sigm>•= (;.Q,.-t-;b,"o J,~ 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much ofwhich funds 
police and frre support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Ci!f;cj'(f;O.l)J, Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these ·---. ' ,,_,, ...... 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price c_ontrols HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (Jity llfLODl Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau ofGambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Q~f)'()fL()J)I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: ,Sictt~ S. ttr-r1QIJ dez 

,,,_;;?Lz- cn~~~--
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City of LODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Gity'llfi:(>1.n. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 

"". -- ---

regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the City ofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of trns matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18, 2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (!ji:f(ifLQDI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 

--· - - - --- ---- --- --

regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price c_ontrols HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: 

Signature: 

Cardroom:~L~O~D~I~C~A~S~IN~O~----------------------



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the c..... ity'O"i'L()Df. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these . -- --------------

regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

_,· 
/ 

Name: Oecor; f·&orc ,·o 

/ ' 

Signature:-~
-......:._____ / 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (;ity_ofl,ODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

J ~0' 
Signature: . • ./~<t::s 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CitY ofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: ----1--JSJ..!Q.Ji\.....L)__!;.Groa:~""""""~L..__-
Signature: -----/,...~....:.....:....}~__ 

Card room: --"L"'O""D~I,_,C""A~SIN~O'"------------



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Qi!)'[["{:()]'jJ. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: C ~ ~Yl~e<rz/k /itA{.,.· 

Signature: ~ 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO aod put my family's future at risk.· Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police aod fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every haod 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the ~ityof].,ODI. Maoy of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS aod have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations aod let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: /r#., V 1-/<:.rn't 
/ 

Signature:~ 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss ofrevenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Q!tY'9"(p{)pl. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls illJRT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susarme George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (jijy,(){JI<;fm. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Cjty,ofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: J/111 Qnt?l f±oar7q' - 7 "/ 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the GHY':!il'(;Q'!?J. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City of LODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CityofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the ~ityof£QDI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the c:;icyofLQDI. Many of these jobs and most ofthe tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

AlrJ.o" I I_ '/' LName: __n:.....:..,;;.}..J......~---ij.L..:.._'-"_'--+,_v'l_~___ 

Signature: ---,,1..;{!...:':::::.......21C2:..J.-L---==~=====-====· 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much ofwhich funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Qi!)'ofLQDi. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (;ityofLQDI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost ifthese 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: ~~A ~ 

Signature: sB ~· 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justioe 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the qtyofLO])I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Signature. 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CityofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: --'~'--"U"""Vl'--"----.L..:J<"'-/wy::...=...!...._____ 

Signature: -+---Q-f-::7L-J---fC-+---
Card room: -""L"'O""D'""I'""'C"'A""'S"'IN""'"'O"--------------



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss ofrevenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CiW!If~()J)I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CityllfLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like Califomia. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: _D_e-_r~_k__0_._\C_o_'.,~.j_e___ 

D\ f) __) . l:-~_, I 
Signature: _.:::::_~~~~c......:=----\f---=-.:-1-j_____IIY't:. 
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Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much ofwhich funds 
police and frre support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Gfty,JI[;I.:Q~l Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price c,ontrols HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City of LODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CityofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name&""~::S \_<2..."--> \ S, 

Signature: ~~"-J--=-==""'-~"""'=:cd______-0 
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November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much ofwhlch funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the "City'pfLOJ)I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute tills practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this n1atter. 

Sincerely, 

' 
Name: ;)O 0 (__ f 

~ -!, 
Signamre: __b~~-------------~~-----------

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss ofrevenne. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CityiifLO])!, Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

) (Name: Kef 
r 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the City ofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Cityofl;ODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, , 

N=o llir1f\LIA1 Ifl~LU 
Signature: ~~ 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area: 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CityofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CityofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: Mq ( ·~ L \) 0\ "ttn 0 

Signatur~f)/~g{J)(/\ 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss ofrevenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CitYofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 



November 18,2014 

Susarme George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much ofwhich funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming"':hil~1:ontributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Qity!){:I,Q"Q!. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much ofwhich funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CifY'(}f:CO])I .. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 

·--·--- ·- .. ----····- ...... 

regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Pt~()f.t"Q'Ql Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss ofrevenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CityofLODl Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: CPe- Tta<. NAu<.tJ 

Signature: Q~ 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much ofwhich funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the City ofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

e::~~~~h~·~-'--OE"=-.\v--____ 

.~-=-----.==> fJI- Ml I~~!A._c:-----
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Cfty~o{LODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (;jty 6fLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: £\6Q. N~<>A~\:.\'\'t-

Signature~if'"'::E..l.Q..e_________ 

Card room: LODI CASINO 

.... ··- ....::..-·.;.-' 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the OQifr~f",!SQ!}J. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



__ 

November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (!ityofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: __,_Jt_~·-'-jv_l_}--=·---'---f'/.+'1--,o/1',---Gf<.__-T ,;. 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CityOfLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: __________________________________ 

Signature: ------------------------------

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gamingwhile contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (;itfof_!,pDI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Narne: -----'~""'\""'!)_\'\_11\...:.1'\-;,--:.'-lf------+-tJ"--"'<\'<"v'-'"'-\'r'it"'-\'--'--n__ 
// ! _l _j 

/i /1 . 1 .., . 
//.,._;//~/) · ·•. / .<t 4~-·--· L .•• ·• . 

Signature: / $/ tr / 1 -~'/~
'/ ·/ p-4

J'·f / ?/;:/' 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CityofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Qityof[,.ODl. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: R() Ae tJ g'-LIJ&Il 

Signature: d~ 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City of LODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much ofwhich funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss ofrevenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the QiljPni_L(>.I)I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 

------ ---· ,,, ______ ,.,.,, -----

regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thfulk you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: --'-A'-'-.tv---,+"--'h--'6~___,Yr---0>-<.~f"'-'d==-;lflf-'K....o_·___ 

Si,-~ ~ 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss ofrevenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (]i_ij'(lll:P!>I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price c_ontrols HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Tharlk: you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: \?;:Pv~\~ §3C\6U<>.A• f\c.AV>"l' 

Signature: ~ _____... 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the c.·.Ity'()f_Li:)l)t Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 

--- . '-"----- ---- ·---- 

regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the C!fYo(LODI.· Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 

-- '-- ·--·---·-··· .... 

regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its :pricing based on local market conditions. 

Tha11k you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: 12LI ~~/ Pr-w g\IUX 

1

Signature: k£L~~ 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the GHY','Qf'J:o"QJ. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price c.ontrols HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: OA\1\P\ItJ f(iui,~l.f\-j 

Signature: ~vz:;;= 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the CitYofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no p)ace in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the "l;'fi_ty:~{J,CQPJ Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

/ 

Name: _f(L.o::Gi.ui.,.tl"'.:..J''--,~S~·""',__e_,_i-81.-=:o...·_____ 

Signature:-~'-··_·_.·_1._.._·-_"""'-_____,f-;r...,·L·______ 

u 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George ,. 

Research Analyst 

California Department of Justice 

Bureau ofGambling Control 

Sacramento, CA 95820 


RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fuod revenue much of which fuods 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss ofrevenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Q{tJ:';Q:!J2Q!!f Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price c,ontrols HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter . 

. · Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18, 2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO "Charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITALTAXREVENUE to 
the <:;ity ofJ.,Q])I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City of LODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the c.itfo(LQbl. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these .... , - --- ------ -- --

regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name:~y:<'Cl §; hov}--y 

Si~~~~' 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the {;;#ji'OfJ,QpJ Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

ce\ 
Name: cf?0 11'y.r ..:)1\/q 

Signature: %u2. ~~l!O..-

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the City ofLQDI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: __,D""--'--'(01---'1'--~_n_:c1_S:_r.Qy)-----'---'-----

Signature: --~J~.<.~'-----_..----->-7':7-"'----------
Cardroom:_~L~O~D~I~C~A~S~IN~O~------------



- - ---- ---- -- --- --

November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the c.il)3i:£J;bb.I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

/ 

Name: __~~-~~~-P~~·~·~~~--~~~~---------c--, 

/ 

Signatun;Y_/_. ...,',#.··~~..L<!-~='r-'.._.'5§"ii""'------G< 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (:'i_tyofL()Ql. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: M /?7.,; L 1f, S'o 

Signature: :L~ 
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and frre support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the City of'LQDI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thatlk you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Signature~~ 


Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City of LODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the ptyofLODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Name: 'd:Xf! !/LtJtD 
Signa:c:t!J 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (3ityof:J..()D!- Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

s;gmm"o ~#-/v'7 . 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Pi'tY'ofJ]Qbf. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 

------- -- .. -·- ........ ------

regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Cityof)jODI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

fdl7lZf4 Vt t....Lcr!rrName: ____________________~__' __________ 

Signature:~·/{~··
I 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss ofrevenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Q!tY~(,t:Q!)J. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

/ 

Narne: ----l')~:p.LL·o"'>~"'-/_·_,t...-J"-'---'~"'"'4"'------
i 

Signature~~ 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gamingwhileco11tributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Gifi'!JJ"[;O:QI. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration ofth.is matter. 

Sincerely, 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18, 2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Q~tY'Qf'I.;(")'[jJ. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 


Name: --'--~-="T-------=-=W::....!._L..:.__.~'--'--__ 

' = I 

Signature: '~ I__......
Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18,2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the Q!J)i;l)f!=PDJ Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become law. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price controls HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

.• 

. i/ .-' / 


Name: i CC.\ , ' C f (( /1/t< 
~ i
:I <::----.. 

j ') -/ .·!r..ti.1 /··

Signature: \/id C · 

Card room: LODI CASINO 



November 18, 2014 

Susanne George 
Research Analyst 
California Department of Justice 
Bureau of Gambling Control 
Sacramento, CA 95820 

RE: Proposed Amendment to Gaming Activity Authorization Regulations · 

Dear Ms. George, 

I am writing to OPPOSE the proposed regulations that hinder LODI CASINO ability to 
waive collections fees in controlled games. These proposed regulations will cause me to 
LOSE MY JOB at LODI CASINO and put my family's future at risk. Moreover, the 
City ofLODI will suffer a sharp reduction in general fund revenue much of which funds 
police and fire support in our area. 

If the Bureau requires that card rooms such as LODI CASINO charge fees on every hand 
played, we will be at a serious competitive disadvantage to local tribal casinos and suffer 
a drastic loss of revenue. For the past 7 years, LODI CASINO has provided safe, legal 
gaming while contributing LIVING WAGE JOBS and VITAL TAX REVENUE to 
the (:Ifii;!J'(~Q!?I. Many of these jobs and most of the tax revenue will be lost if these 
regulations become 1 aw. 

No other gaming business in California is forced by law to charge its customers a fee per 
wager, and there is no reasonable basis for the Bureau to institute this practice. History 
has shown that price c.ontrols HURT CONSUMERS and have no place in a progressive 
state like California. Please do not cede to the special interests proposing these 
regulations and let our card room set its pricing based on local market conditions. 

That"lk you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

LODI CASINO 
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